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lntroduction
ln 1970, GTE Products Corporation,
known then as GTE Sylvania, built and
started a glass manufacturing plant in
Greenland, New Hampshire. This plant
was designed to manufacture tubular
bulbs for f luorescent lamps.

ln 1973, Glass Operations expanded into
the manufacture of lead tubing in a new
glass plant inVersailles, Kentucky. ln 1982
and 1983, GTE bought two glass manufac-
turing plants from Corning Glass Works,
located in Wellsboro, Pennsylvania and
Central Falls, Rhode lsland. This ex-
panded their business to glass bulbs,
both in hard glass and soft glass.

While the main impetus for GTE estab-
lishing a glass operation was to supply high
quality glassware to its lamp plants, this
has necessitated building an organization
and equipment capable of producing pre-
cision tolerance, high quality specialty
glassware at high speed. This capability
has allowed us to enter businesses other

than lighting glassware. Some of these
new applications are:

. Glassware forthermal control
devices.. Glassware for electrical fuses.. Glassware for cathode rays,
television, power and radio tubes,. Glass pellets for the fiberglass
filter industry.. Vacuum bottle glassware.

. Christmastree ornaments.. Lighting fixture parts such as
globes, shades and chimneys.. Glass giftware such as vases,
Chandelle'" lamps, and cheese
domes.

Our glass melting expertise includes melt-
ing both hard and soft glasses. The proper-
ties of these glasses are formulated to suit
technical applications, such as expansions
to match the glass sealing metals, special
electrical properties or special optical
transmittances. The lamp working charac-
teristics of these glasses are very closely
maintained through the control of glass
chemistry and viscosity curve.

Our forming capability runs from drawing

tubing .064" O.D. to 2.500" O.D., blowing
bulbs from s/+" in diameterto 10" in dia- -

meter, or from 11/2" longlo 16" long. These
items are manufactured to some of the
tightest tolerances in the industry. We also
have the ability to manufacture blown
pieces with textured surfaces.

Our finishing capability includes chemicallV
etching an inside frosted surface to tighily 

-

prescribed light scattering limits, ceramic
painting outside surfaces and coating
surfaces with silver, aluminum and lustres.

We invite inquiries for new shapes and
applications. Questions should be
addressed to:

Sales Manager
GTE Products Corporation
Route 101

Greenland, New Hampshire 03840
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Ouality Statement and Return Procedures
Intent in individualspecifications and in the Ware Causing Excessive

following Bulb Criteria publication. Process Shrinkage
GTE Glass Products' objective is to
supplyqualityware. BC1 - SoftGlassBlownBulbs Ourgoal istokeepourcustomercosts

BC2 - Hard Glass Blown Bulbs com[etitive throulh low shrinkages. WeWemanufactureourwareusingstatistical BC3 - BlownShapes ackriowledgethatlurware maycause
process.control of key dimensional criteria (ornamentsand Molds) excessive justomers shrinkag'e out it is
andstatistical frequencyauditsofkey BC7 - FluorescentBulbs notrejectablebytheabove,,D6fective
visual defects. Our experience using BC8 - Soft Glass Tubing Warei criteria. lf a customer leels this
these controls is that 99% of our ware can BCg - Cut Soft Glass tuOing situation exists, he should contact the
beused without incoming inspections and BC10 - Hard GlassTubing - Sates Oepartment, Greenland, New
without excessive shrinkages. We recog- Hampshii.e and be prepared to discuss:
nize.that occasionally defective or unusa- These and individual specifications are
ble product willslip through our control available from the Sales Department, 1. The nature of shrinkage
procedures. This procedure describes Greenland, New Hampshire. 2. Description ol the waie
how these instances are handled: 

rf a customer finds thar tighter rorerances ?: $rlflrll# H;{;';?Y,?:fXr"
Defective Ware or limits are required for their product or

shourd a rot or shipment of ware conrain ilff:n'ffil ililllS 1""'ilJli"Bil?3,"'- #ffi:L?iiJ;.il,"rTLi::1FJ:'"iJ,
{eJgcti.v..e material in significant quanti.ty, ances can then be agreed qpgl ald to his-plant to assi6t in determining the
GTE will replace it or anange a mutually individual specifications published. cause of the shrinkage. Ware ol di-fferent
satisfactory disposition. production date may-be shipped to him so
Defective matenal is defined as ware Significant quanllty is defined as follows: 'he 

can maintain his producii6n lines. This
which has measured dimensions outside should not be constiued as an admission
of published tolerances and visual defects No "OverallAccumulativeAQl-'is required tnallne *are is defective.
ouiside of published quality criteria. These because our statistical process control
tolerances and quality critdria are defined should yield close to zero defect levels for Other defectsr all other defects are either

any one type. ,,set up" controlled or random in occur-

when a customer rinds a rot^9lya19 y-!i9n i:&',?.?irrnj3*'"H#3$illl'jil*,.
does not meet the above criteria, he may
notify either the Sales Department,
Greenland, NewHampshireortheSuper- continued
visor of Quality Control of the producing
plant (whicheverwould be the most
expedient.)
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Ware with Excessive Breakage

GTE Glass Products does not guarantee
any level of breakage or generally does
not give credit for broken ware. However,
we want customers to receive ware with a
minimum ol breakage. We will actively
work with customers to improve packing,
develop routing and carriers to minimize
breakage. lf a customer receives ware
with excessive breakage, we strongly
urge that he immediately place a claim on
the carrier, and notify the Sales Depart-
ment in Greenland, New Hampshire so
we can work together to resolve the
problem.

Ware with Weathering or
Tarnished Silver

Lime glass blown bulbs overtwo months
old are inspected for excessive weather-
ing prior to shipment. Silvered bulbs are
metalized within two weeks of the release
date. Customers should inspect lime
glass items and allsilvered ware within
one week of receipt. GTE Glass will not
honor requests for credit for weathered or
tarnished ware ilthe inspection took place
more than one week after receipt at the
customer's plant.

Administrative Problems

lf a customer receives ware which is
mislabeled, or shipments which are short
shipped, or wrong count on invoice, or
overshipped requirements (by 10%) etc.,
the customer should notify the Sales
Department in Greenland, New Hamp-
shire.

Disposition of Ware and Credit

When notifying GTE Glass Products, be
prepared to give the following information

1. Description of ware
2. The quantity in question

Customers sometimes find that the quality
as manulactured does not meet their re-
quirements. Sometimes customers f ind
that a lot of glasssware does not process
similar to other lots, and yet all lots seem
to be within all specifications. Forthese
occasions, we have an Applications Engi-
neering Service. These are engineers who
have expertise in stress analysis, break
source analysis, and who understand
lamp-working techniques and interaction
between glass, lead wires, and the fires.

3. The manufacturing date or
shipment date and invoice
number

4. Description of the problem. For
d ef ective uzare - the def ects
involved, the sample size, and 7o
defective. For breakage - o/"

broken and condition of the
packing material or shipment.
F or excess ive s h ri n kag e - Ihe
nature of the shrinkage, fre-
quency, and process description,

Depending on the above information, the
customer may be asked to forward sam-
ples for verification of the defect and/or
analysis of the cause of the problem. lf
GTE determines the ware is defective, the
customer and GTE representative may
agree to one of the following lor disposing
of defective ware:

1. Return and receive credit: lhe
customer will be authorized to
return the ware to the plant of
manufacture. Upon receipt at the
plant, the procedure for issuing
credit for the returned ware will
be initiated.

2. Replacement of defective ware:
lhe customer will be authorized
either to return the ware or scrap
it and the producing plant will
ship fresh ware.

3. Scrapping ware and credit: lhe
GTE representatives will au-
thorize the customer to scrap the
ware and immediately initiate
the credit procedure.

4. Customer uses the ware and
GTE Glass reimburses him for
sorting and shrinkage costs:
only a representative of GTE
Glass Products Sales Depart-
ment can authorize GTE's
assuming liability for a cus-
tomers sorting costs and shrink-
ages. This alternative will only
be used where it is beneficial to
both parties.

They are available to work on customers'
process with customers' engineers and
production foremen in defining the causes
of the problem and test possible solutions.
The goal of this type of service is to find a
specification forthe glassware and a
control of a process variable which will
result in the lowest shrinkage for the
customer.

This service is also available to give

Unauthorized Returns

GTE representatives will make every
effort to resolve the disposition of ques-
tionable ware as quickly as possible.

lf a customer feels that service is not
expeditious, we encourage calling the
Marketing Manager at (603) 436-8900
and matters will be resolved. However,
GTE Glass Products assumes no
liability for ware returned without prior
authorization and no liability lor addi-
tional costs incurred for customerc
using questionable ware without a
prior agreement with a representative
of the Sales Department.T his policy
includes ware returned under a customer's
unilateral policy of automatically returning
rejected ware after a prescribed time limit
of notification.

Limitation of Liability

GTE's liability underthis Statement is
limited to replacement or credit for ware
which GTE determines is defective under
the meaning of this Statement. Under no
circumstances does GTE assume liability
for any consequential damages such as
laborfor replacement, shut down of
assembly lines, cost of precurement
elsewhere, etc.

training sessions to customers' employees
in glass stress analysis and control, break
source analysis, and the interaction of
fires on rework glass.

lnquiries for this service can be addressed
to the Sales Manager, your Sales Repre-
sentative, or the Manager of Sales Engi-
neering, all located in Greenland, New
Hampshire.

Glass Applications Engineering Services
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Lead All<ali Glass sG10
lntroduction

SG 10 is a potash soda lead glass which
can be sealed with our soda lime glass
and other glasses of similar expansion.

Applications

This glass is used extensively in the
lamp industry primarily for photoflash
and circline lamps as well as in the elec-
tronic industry.

Availability
Machine drawn tubing (both long length
and cut length) and circline f luorescent
tubing.

Physical Properties

Mechanical:
Density:
Young's Modulus

Poisson's Ratio:
Shear Modulus:

Knoop Hardness:

Viscosity:
Working Point
Softening Point
Annealing Point
Strain Point

Thermal Expansion:
Coef. of Exp. (x 10-1"C)
Room Temp/S.P.( x 10 - ?/'

Optical:
lndex of Ref raction

Bi ref ri ngence Constant

93.1+ 1.7
c) 9e.8

1.539
306(nm/cm)

(kg/mm')

Electrical:
Log,o Volume Resistivity
@ 250"C 8.9 Q cm
@ 350"C 7.0 Q cm
Loss Tangent @ 20'C 16%
Dielectric Constant 6.7

Key properties: softening point, anneal
point and expansion are controlled
within specif ied tolerances to insure a
compatible sealing glass. The values
given for the other properties are typical,
however, the deviation from these values
would be smallsince composition must
be held very precisely to maintain the
control of the key properties.

Typical Chemical Composition

SiO, : 61.0%
PbO : 21.5o/o
NarO: 7.7%
K.O : 7.45o/o
AlrO. : 2.1o
AsrO.: 0.15oh
CaO : 0.10o/o

Length

Standard length drawn tubing between
.200" and 1.000" in diameter is normally
trimmed and glazed to 48" +'fr". For
diameters .300" or above, 56" lengths
are also available. For diameters less
than .200" and greater than 1.000", the
tubing is normally supplied rough cut
473/q" !.1" in length.

Normal tolerances for cut tubing vary
according to diameter. Exhaust tubing
less than or equal to .230" in diameter
has a normal tolerance of +.030". Sizes
ranging from .231 " to.400" are usually
provided with tolerances of -+.020".

Circline fluorescent tubing, T9 and T10,
is held to a baseline tolerance of
+.015".

Packaging

The amount of glass packed in a tote
box will vary depending on O.D., wall
thickness and length. The standard
methocj of packing SG 10 glass includes
a horizontal tote box pack for standard
length drawn tubing which usually
averages from 800 to '1400 pounds.

Cut tubing is normally supplied in in-
dividual boxes averaging 15 to 30
pounds each, then layer packed,
resulting in pallet weights of '1800 to
2400 pounds for diameters less than or
equal to.230", and 800 to 1200 pounds
for diameters of .231" to .400". Circline
tubing is packed in a vertical pallet end
cap type package.

All information pertaining to dimen-
sions, tolerances and packaging is
readily available, assuming normal O.D.
to wall relationships. Specif ic re-
quirements in any of these areas may
be requested.

2.869/cm'z
6.24 x 103k9/mm'?

(8.9 x 106psi)
.21

2.6 x 103k9/mm'?
(3.7 x 106psi)

360

985"C
628 + 5"C
432 + 5"C
392"C

Dimensional Capabilities

Nominal Wal I Tltickness Tolerance Siding

.018" to.030"

.031 " to .037"

.038" to .049"

.050" to.065"

.066" to.080"

.081 " to .110"

+.0015"
-r .0015'
+.002'
t.003"
r.004"
-r .005"

.0015'
.002'

.002"

.0035"

.005'

.006"

) .110"-Specif ications and tolerances available upon request

Nominal O.D. Tolerance Out of Round

.067',

.'l 15"

.230',

.441',

.530'

.630"

.676',

.871',
1.060"
1.143',

to .114"
to .229"
to .440"
to .529"
to .629"
to .675"
to .870"
to 1.059"
Io 1.142"
to 1.500"

+.003"
t- .004"
t.005'
+.006"
+.007'
t.009'
t.0'10"
+ .014"
r.015"
+.020"

.002'

.002'

.002'

.003'

.004'

.004'

.006'

.007'
1% of nominal O.D.
1% of nominal O.D.

) 1.500"-Specifications and tolerances available upon request.





Lead All<ali Glass
lntroduction

SG 12 is a potash soda lead glass
higher in lead content than our SG '10

which can be sealed directly to our soda
lime glass and other glasses of similar
expansron.

Applications

This glass possesses excellent flame
working and electrical resistance pro-
perties necessary for lamp, valve, CRT
and other electrical industries.

Availability
Machine drawn tubing both long length
and cut length.

Electrical:
Log''o Volume Resistivity
@ 250"C 10.1 a cm
@ 350"C 8.0 Q cm
Loss Tangenl @ 20"C j2%
Dielectric Constant 6.7

Key properties: softening point, anneal
point and expansion are controlled
within specified tolerances to insure a
compatible sealing glass. The values
given for the other properties are typical,
however, the deviation from these values
would be small since composition must
be held very precisely to maintain the
control of the key properties.

Typical Chemical Composition

SiO, : 56.0%
PbO : 29.4oh
NarO : 4.4o/o
KrO : 8.5%
AlrO. : 1.4ok
AsrO.: 0.2Yo
CaO : 0.1o/o

Length

Standard length drawn tubing between
.200" and 1.000" in diamter is normally
trimmed and glazed to 48" + lfr" . For
diameters .300" or above. 56" lengths
are also available. For diameters less

Dimensional Capabilities

sG12
than .200" and greater than 1.000", the
tubing is normally supplied rough cut
473/a" +'l " in length,
Normal tolerances for cut tubing vary
according to diamter. Exhaust tubing,
less than or equal to .230" in diamtei
has a normal tolerance of +.030". Sizes
ranging from .231 " to .400" are usually
provided with tolerances of +.020".

Packaging

The amount of glass packed in a tote
box will vary depending on the O.D., wall
thickness and length. The standard
method of packing SG 12 glass includes
a horizontal tote box pack for standard
length drawn tubing which usually
averages from 800 to 1400 pounds.

Cut tubing is normally supplied in in-
dividual boxes averaging 15 to 30
pounds each, then layer packed,
resulting in pallet weights of 1800 to
2400 pounds for diameters less than or
equal to.230", and 800 to 1200 pounds
for diameters of .231" lo .400".

All information pertaining to dimen-
sions, tolerances and packaging is
readily available, assuming normal O.D.
to wall relationships. Specif ic re-
quirements in any of these areas may
be requested.

Physical Properties

Mechanical:
Density:
Young's Modulus:

Poisson's Ratio:
Shear Modulus:

Viscosity:
Working Point
Softening Point
Annealing Point
Strain Point

Thermal Expansion:
Coef. of Exp. (x 10-?i '
Room Temp/S.P.(x 10-

Optical:
lndex of Refraction

Bi ref ri ngence Constant

3.059/cm'?
6.0 x 103k9/mm'

( 8.6 x 106psi)
.22

2.5 x 103k9/mm'
(3.5 x 10opsi)

985"C
630 + 5'C
435 + 5'C
395'C

c)
71"

89.1 + '1.5

c) e9

1.560
292 (nm/cm)

(kg/mm'?)

Nominal WallThickness Tolerance Siding

.018" to.030"

.031 " to .037"

.038" 1o.049"

.050" 1o.065"

.066" to.080"

.081 " to .110"

+.0015"
+.0015"
+.002'
t.003"
t.004"
t.005"

.0015"

.002'

.002'

.0035'

.005'

.006'

).110"-Specif ications and tolerances available upon request.

Nominal O.D. Tolerance Out of Round

.067',

.11s',

.230'

.441',

.530',

.630',

.676',

.871',
1.060'
1.143',

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

.114',

.229',

.440',

.529',

.629',

.67s',

.870',
1.059',
1.142',
1.500"

+.003'

=.004"+.005'

=.006"+.007'

=.009"+.010'
-r .O14"
+.015"
+.020u

1ok ot
1o/o ol

.002'

.002'
,002'
.003'
.004'
.oo4'
.006'
.007'
nominal
nominal

o.D.
o.D.

)1.500"-Specifications and tolerances available upon request.
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Soda Lime Glass SGSO
Introduction

SG 80 is a soda lime silicate (antimony
f ined). The glass seals satisfactorily to
our standard SG 10 and SG 12 lead
glasses and other glasses of similar ex-
pansion.

Applications

This glass is used extensively for
fluorescent lamp tubing, photoflash
lamps and fiberglass applications.

Availability

Standard length drawn tubing, fluores-
cent tubing and f iberglass pellets.

Physical Properties

Mechanical:
Density:
Young's Modulus:

Poisson's Ratio:
Shear Modulus:

diameters .300" or above, 56" lengths
are also available. For diameters less
than .200", the tubing is normally sup-
plied rough cul 473/a " a 1" in length.

Fluorescent tubing (ends formed) both
T-8 and T-12 sizes are available in
lengths ranging from 13.8" to 92.8".
Tolerances for baseline length are
t.015" ot + .020", depending on the
size of the bulb with 40 Watt bulbs held
to a tolerance of + .012". Trimmed and
glazed fluorescent tubing is normally
held to an overall length of +.030".
T-14% bulbs are supplied trimmed and
glazed in four sizes: 44.250' ,56.250' ,

68.250" and 92.250" , all with a standard
tolerance of +.0625".

Packaging

Standard methods of packing SG80
glass include a horizontal tote box pack
for standard length drawn tubing and a
vertical end cap and pallet pack for
f luorescent tubing.

The amount of glass in a tote box will
vary depending on O.D., wall thickness
and length, but usually averages from
600 to 1300 pounds.

Pieces per pallet for f luorescent tubing
is detailed below.

All information pertaining to dimen-
sions, tolerances and packaging is
readily available, assuming normal O.D.
to wall relationships. Specif ic re-
quirements in any of these areas may
be requested.

Knoop Hardness:

Viscosity:
Softening Point
Annealing Point
Strain Point

2.469lcm2
7.2 x 103k9/mm'?

(12.7 x 108psi)
.22

3.0 x 103k9/mm'z
(5.1 x 106psi)

465

700 + 5'C
514 -+ 5'C
473'C

Dimensional Ca
(Standard Lengt

pabilities
h Drawn Tubing)

Nominal O.D. Tolerance Out of Round

.067" to

.115" to

.230" to

.441" lo

.530" to

114',
229',
440',
529"
629',

+.003"
+.004'
{-.005'
+.006"
+.007'

.002'

.002'

.002'

.003"

.004'

Nominal WallThickness Tolerance Siding

.018" to.030"

.031 " to .037"

.038' to.049'

+.0015"
-+.0015"
+.002"

.0015'

.002'

.002'

Thermal Expansion:
Coef. of Exp. (x 10-?/"C)
Room Temp/S.P.( x 10 - ?/'C)

Optical:
lndex of Ref raction

Bi ref ri ngence Constant

90.4-r '1.5

104

1.512
277 (nmlcml

(kg/mm'?)

Electrical:
Log,o Volume Resistivity
@ 250'C 6.4 Q cm
@ 350"C 5.1 Q cm
Loss Tangent @ 20'C 1.0%o
Dielectric Constant 7.2

Key properties; softening point, anneal
point and expansion are controlled
within specif ied tolerances to insure a
compatible sealing glass. The values
given for the other properties are typical,
however, the deviation from these values
would be small since composition must
be held very precisely to maintain the
control of the key properties.

Typical Chemical Composition

SiO, : 73.71%
NarO : 16.40/o
KrO : 0.25o/o
CaO : 4.8%o
MgO : 3.37Yo
AlrO, : 1.3Yo
Sb,Or: 0.17o/o

Length

Standard length drawn tubing between
.200" and .629" in diameter is normally
trimmed and glazed to 48" I 1f"" . Fot

Dimensional Capabilities
(Fluorescent Tubing)

Size Tolerance Out of Round

T-8 (1.
T-12 (1

T-141/t

010')
.480',)
(1.826',)

+.015"
-+.015"
-+ .030"

.015',

.015"

.030'

NOTE: T-8 and T-12 f luorescent tubing is normally
supplied with an All Points ln wall thickness of
.029" to .035" and T-14 Vz a wall of .035" to .043".

Packaging

Length

13.8" to 19.9"
21.0" lo 21.9"
22.0" Io 35.0"
46.8" to 92.8"

Pieces/Pallet
T-8

4320
2160
2268
1701

T-12
13.8',
16.8" lo 22.8"
23.0" to 46.8"
52.8" lo 92.8"

3402
2268
1 134
864

T-141/z
All sizes 504
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Soda Lime Glass Machine Made Bulbs sG81
lntroduction

SG18 glass is a soda lime silicate. This
glass is formulated to seal to the lead
glasses used in stems and exhaust
tubes, for example, SG10 and SG12.

Thermal Expansion:
Coef . of Exp. (x 10'l"C)
Room Temp/S.P. ( x 1 0'l'C)

Expansion mismatch
with SG10
with SG12

Shape and SizeAvai lability

ln blown ware, light bulb shapes of A,
B, G, GT, ER, P, PS, R, RD, RL, ANd T
are made from available tooling sizes
range from "20" (21/2" almaximum
diameter) to "52" (6.5" at maximum
diameter). Residential lighting ware is
available in chimney globes, shades,
up to 8" in diameter. Other shapes can
be manufactured with procurement of
tooling up to 10" in diameter and 16"
long.

Bulb Finishing

Blown ware can be clear or inside
chemically f rosted. Frost densities can
range from a #1 lF,used in "A" line
lamps, to pale #41F, used in "Spot"
reflector lamps. Bulbs can be stained,
coated with a colored luster, or ceramic
paint. Bulbs can also be metalized on
the inside through a wet silver process
orflashed aluminized.

Packaging

Blown ware can be packed bulk, tier,
cell, or sleeve. Generally, the type of
packing used is determined by the
cost, size and fragility of the items.
Bulk pack is the most dense, and least
expensive, but is also least protective
and has highest breakage. Cell pack is
the least dense, most expensive and
most protective. Standard packing op-
tions available on bulbs are listed on
individual specifications along with
count.

Applications

This glass is available in a variety of
machine blown shapes used in
incandescent lamps, electron tubes,
ornaments, vacuum bottles, and
lighting fixture glassware such as
chimneys, shades, and globes. lt is
also available as tubing used in
fluorescent lamps.

Optical:
lndex of Refraction

Biref ringence Constant

1.51
277 (n m/cm)

(kg/mm')

Electrical:
Log, o Volume Resistivity
((D250'C 6.4 Q cm
@350'C 5.'l Qcm
LossTangent @2O"C 1.0%
DielectricConstant 7.33

Key properties: softening point, anneal
point and expansion are controlled
within specified tolerances to insure a
compatible sealing glass. The values
given for the other properties are
typical, however, the deviation from
these values would be small since
composition must be held very precisely
to maintain the control of the key
properties.

Typical Chemical Composition

Physical Properties

Mechanical:
Density:
Young's Modulus:

Poisson's Ratio:
Shear Modulus:

Knoop Hardness:

Viscosity:
Working Point
Softening Point
Annealing Point
Strain Point

2.47glcm'z
7.2 x 10"k9/mm'

(12.7 x 1O"psi)
.22

3.0 x 103k9/mm'
(5.1 x 106psi)

465

1013"C
696'+ 5"C
514" + 5'C
473"C

93.5
104

160 ppm less
80 ppm less

73%
10/t/o

170k
4o/"
5%

si02
Al203
Naro
Mgo
CaO

Shape,Size, and Finishing Availability sG81
Shape Availability

A15E1 A17A6 Algxr A19C3 A21C4 A21G6

A2gZl A25X1

A
Size

(eighths of an inch)

15,17,19,21,23,25

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated.



Shape, Size, and Finishing Availability sG81
Shape

B6E3 81186 812C9

Availability

81721',

Size
(eighths of an inch)

6,11 ,12, 17

Finish

Clear, lridescent, Ceramic Coated.

B

'Not shown to scale of bulbs in left-hand block.

ER30Zr ER40Z1

*Ceramic coating colors include green, blue, orange, red, white, yellow, pink,
rose, flame and ivory. Various tones of these colors are available. Different
bulb shapes have a standard wipe length although specific requirements
otherthan standard can be produced. All ceramic coated bulbs are tier
packed. Specific information with respectto color and wipe length is avail-
able upon request.

c
Size

(eighths of an inch)

7,71/2,91/2,13

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated*

ER
Size

(eighths of an inch)

30,40

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Silvered

cTzt C71/zF3 C91/zZl C9t/zXl C91/zY1

cl3V1 c13Yl



Shape,Size, and Finishing Availability SG81
Shape

Fl021 Fl5Y1

G6F2 c16V2K2 c18%C10 G25K1 G25S1

G48Y1*'
.Not shown to scaleof bulbs in upper block of "G" Series.

P25E2

Availability

F
Size

(eighths of an inch)

10,'t5
Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated*,
lridescent

G
Size

(eighths of an inch)

6, 1 61/2, 1 81/2, 25, 30, 40, 48

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated*

P
Size

(eighths of an inch)

25

Finish

Clear, Frosted

PS25N1 ps25p5 pS30D12 pS35C14 pS40C20 PS52C5*

Size
(eighths of an inch)

25,30,35,40,52

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Bowl Silvered

PS

.Not shown to scale of bulbs in left-hand block.



Shape, Size, and Finishing Availability sG81
Shape

R1221 R20Y1 R30C4 R40W3' RE2W1* R5723*

Availability

Size
(eighths of an inch)

12,20,30,40, 52,57

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Neck Silvered, Painted

R

-Notshown to scale of bulbs in left-hand block

RP11Wl

S6G4 s8w1 s11L6 s1 1T3 s14W1

5T168I ST19B1

*Ceramic coating colors include green, blue, orange, red, white, yellow, pink,
rose, flame and ivory. Various tones of these colors are available. Different
bulb shapes have a standard wipe length although specific requirements
otherthan standard can be produced. All ceramic coated bulbs are tier
packed. Specific information with respect to color and wipe length is avail-
able upon request.

RP
Size

(eighths of an inch)

11

Finish

Clear, Frosted

s
Size

(eighths of an inch)

6,8,11,14

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated"

ST
Size

(eighths of an inch)

16, 19

Finish

Clear



Shape,Size, and Finishing Availability sG81
Shape

T5%G1 TGR'I ' T61/zBL1 T6%BNi 761/zK1 T7l<2

T8M6 T8V3 T8Z4 781/2A 781/zJ3 Tf oDB

*Ceramic coating colors include green, blue, orange, red, white, yellow, pink,
rose, flame and ivory. Various tones of these colors are available. Different
bulb shapes have a standard wipe length although specific requirements
otherthan standard can be produced. All ceramic coated bulbs are tier
packed. Specific information with respect to color and wipe length is avail-
able upon request.

Availability

T
Size

(eighths of an inch)

51/2, 6, 61/2,7 ,8, 81/2, 10

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated*





Soda Lime Glass sG81 SG91
Introduction

SG-81 and SG-91 glasses are soda lime
silicates. Both glasses are formulated to
sealto the lead glasses used in stems and
exhaust tubes; for example: SG-10 and
sG-12.

SG-81 is soda lime glass manufactured at
GTEE Central Falls, Rl, plant. SG-81
glass is available for fluorescent bulbs as
well as blown bulbs.

SG-91 is a more durable soda lime glass,
manufactu red at GTE's Wellsboro, PA,
plant. SG-91 is available in blown bulb
configurations only.

Applications

These glasses are available in avariety of
machine-blown shapes used in incandes-
cent lamps, electron tubes, ornaments,
vacuum bottles, and lighting fixture
glassware such as chimneys, shades,
and globes. They are also available as
tubing used in fluorescent lamps.

Bulb Finishing

Blown ware can be clear or inside-
chemically-frosted. Frost densities can
range from a #1 lF, used in 'A' line
lamps, to pale #4lE used in "Spot"
reflector lamps. Bulbs can be stained,
or coated with a colored lustre or ceramic
paint. Bulbs can also be metalized on
the inside through a wet silver process
or flashed-aluminized.

Packaging

Blown ware can be packed bulk, tier,
cellor sleeve. Generally, the type of
packing used is determined by the
cost, size and fragility of the items.
Bulk pack is the most dense, and least
expensive, but is also least protective
and has highest breakage. Cell pack
is the least dense, most expensive and
most protective. Standard packing op-
tions available on bulbs are listed on
individual specif ications along with
count.

Physical Properties
Mechanical:

SG 81 sG 91

Density 2.47glcm2 2.48qlcm'?

Young's Modulus:

Poisson's Ratio
Shear Modulus

Knoop Hardness:

7.2 x 103kglmm"
(12.7 x 106psi)

.22
3.0 x 10"k9/mm'
(5.1 x 106psi)
465

1013"
Viscosity:

Working Point

Softening Point 696'+soc 705" +5'C

Annealing Point 514'+5oC 523" +5'C

Strain Point 473"c 495'c

Thermal Expansion:
Coef. of Exp. ( x 10-'l"C)
Room Temp/S.P. (x 10 '/"C)

Expansion mismatch
with SG10
with SG12

Optical:
lndex of Refraction

Biref ringence Constant

93.5
104

'160 ppm less
80 ppm less

1.51

277 (nmlcm)
(kg/mm'?)

Electrical:
Log,o Volume Resistivity
@250"c
@ 350"C
LossTangent @ 20"C
Dielecric Constant

6.4 cm
5.1 cm
1.0V"
7.33

KeyProperties(SG 81 &SG 91):
Softening point, anneal point and expansion are controlled within specified tolerances to
insure a compatible sealing glass. The values given for the other properties are typical;
however, the deviation from these values wouild be small, since composition must be
held very precisely to maintain the control of the key properties.

Typical Chemical ao.oo"53['
sG 91

sio, 73.0% 73.3/"
Al20" 1.0% ''|.4/"

NarO 17.0/" 15.4/"

Mqo 4.O/" 3.9"/"

CaO 5.O% 5.6"/"

KrO 0.0"/" O.2Yo

Shape and Size Availabi lity

ln SG-81 blown ware, light bulb shapes of
A, G, GI ER, B PS, R, andTare made
from available tooling sizes ranging from
"2Q" (21/2" at maximum diameter) to "52"
(6.5" at maximum diameter.) Residential
lighting ware is available in chimney
globes and shades up to 8" in diameter.
Other shapes can be manufactured with
procurement of tooling up to 10" in diame-
ter and 16" long. For actual sizes within
each shape category, refer to GTE general
specifications.

ln SG-91 blown ware, bulb shapes readily
available include'A', "B', "C', "F", 'G", 'R",
"RP", "S", "ST", and "T", types, ranging in
diameters from .688" to 2.875' . For exact
combinations of shape and size available,
refer to accompanying charts in this
catalog.



Shape,Size, and Finishing Availability sG81
SG91

Shape

A15E1 At7A5 Atgxl A19C3 A21C4 421G6

42321 A25X1

Availability

A
Size

(eighths of an inch)

15,17 ,19,21 ,23,25

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated-

B6E3 81186 812C9
'Not shown toscaleol bulbsin left-hand block.

81T21',

Size
(eighths of an inch)

6,11 ,12,17

Finish

Clear, lridescent, Ceramic Coated"

B

G
Size

(eighths of an inch)

7 ,71/2,91/2,13

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated*

cTzl CTVzF3 CgV2Zl c9%xt c9%Y1

c13Vl cl3Yr



Shap€, Size, and Finishing Availability sG81
sG91

Shape

Ef30zI ER40Z'l

Frozl Fl5Y1

G6F2 c16%K2 c18%C10 G25K' G2551

G4OP4 G48Y1*
'Not shown to scale of bulbs in upper block ol "G" Series.

P2582

Availability

ER
Size

(eighths of an inch)

30,40

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Silvered

F
Size

(eighths of an inch)

10, 15

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated-,
lridescent

G
Size

(eighths of an inch)

6, 1 61/2, 1 81/2, 25, 30, 40, 48

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated-

P
Size

(eighths of an inch)

25

Finish

Clear, Frosted



Shape, Size, and Finishing Availability sG81
sG91

Shape Availability

PS25t'11 ps25p5 pS30D12 pS35C14 pS40C20

'Not shown to scale of bulbs in left-hand block.

P552C5'

Size
(eighths of an inch)

25,30,35,40,52

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Bowl Silvered

Size
(eighths of an inch)

12,20,30,40, 52,57

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Neck Silvered, Painted

Size
(eighths of an inch)

11

Finish

Clear, Frosted

s
Size

(eighths of an inch)

6,8,11,14

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated-

PS

alzzt RzoYr R30c4 R40W3' 852W1. R5723-

R

'Nol shown to scale of bulbs in lefl-hand block.

RPt tIYl

s6G4 s8w'l slrL6 sl1T3 sl4Wt

RP



Shape,Size, and Finishing Availability sG81
SG91

Shape

sTl6ts1 STlStst

*Ceramic coating colors include green, blue, orange, red, white, yellow, pink,
rose, f lame and ivory. Various tones of these colors are available. Different
bulb shapes have a standard wipe length although specific requirements
other than standard can be produced. All ceramic coated bulbs are tier
packed. Specific information with respect to color and wipe length is avail-
able upon request.

Availability

ST
Size

(eighths of an inch)

16, 19

Finish

Clear

T
Size

(eighths of an inch)

51/2, 6, 61/2, 7, 8, 81/2, 1 0

Finish

Clear, Frosted, Ceramic Coated*

T5'/zG1 T€Rl T5%BL1 T6%gN1 761/zK1 TIK2

T8t$6 T8V3 T8Z4 TBrhA3 781/2Jg TICDS





lntroduction

5G772 is a lead borosilicate. This glass
is formulated to have the following ad-
vantages:

Seal to tungsten wire
Good weathering and chemical
durability
Good thermal shock resistance
Blocks harmful UV radiation and
x-ray radiation
Resists solarization
High resistivity

Applications

This glass is currently available in a
variety of machine blown shapes.
These shapes are used for:

HID lamp envelopes where it is
resistant to solarization, blocking
UV, and good weathering durability
are utilized.
Outdoor lamp envelopes where good
thermal shock resistance is needed.
Power tubes where radiation block-
ing, high resistivity, and tungsten
sealability are needed.

Viscosity:
Working Point
Softening Point
Annealing Point
Strain Point

Thermal Expansion:
Coef. of Exp. (x 10-'/'C)
Room Temp/S.P. (x 10-'/'

Optical:
lndex of Ref raction

Biref ri ngence Constant

Expansion mismatch
with tungsten 120 ppm greater
with 3320 90 ppm greater
with 7720 0 ppm

Borosilicate Glass sG772

Shape and Size Availability:

Bulb shapes of the following are
available from existing tooling. A, B, BT,
G, ED, G, GT, PS, R, RD, RL, and T.
Sizes range f rom"23" (2.875") to "80"
(10.00'). Other shapes can be manufac-
tured with procurement of tooling up to
'l 0" in diameter and 16" long.

Bulb Finishing

Bulb can be clear or inside chemically
frosted. Frost densities can range from
a#1 1F, similar to "A" line frost, to a
pale#7 lF, used in spot reflector lamps
The bulbs can be stained and coated
with a colored luster. No transparent
ceramic paint is available for low
expansion glasses. The bulbs can also
be metalized on an inside wet silver
process or f lashed aluminum.

Packaging

Borosilicate glass bulbs can be packed
bulk, tier, cell, or sleeve. Generally, the
type of packing used is determined by
the cost, size and fragility of the items.
Bulk pack is the most dense, and least
expensive, but is also least protective
and has highest breakage. Cell pack is
the least dense, most expensive and
most protective. Standard packing
options available on bulbs are listed on
individual specif ications along with
count.

1 146'C
755" + 5"C
523' + 5"C
484"C

36 + 1.5
c) 41

1.487
360 (nm/cm)

(kg/mm'f'
Transmittance @ 280nm
thru 1 mm <1oh

Electrical:
Log,o Volume Resistivity
@ 250'C 8.8 Q cm
@ 350'C 7.3 Q cm
Loss Tangenl @ 20'C .23%
Dielectric Constant 4.6

Key properties: softening point, anneal
point and expansion are controlled
within specif ied tolerances to insure a
compatible sealing glass. The values
given for the other properties are
typical, however, the deviation from
these values would be small since
glass composition must be held very
precisely to maintain the control of the
key properties.

Physical Properties

Mechanical:
Density:
Young's Modulus:

Poisson's Ratio:
Shear Modulus:

2.359/cm'?
6.3 x'10'kg/mm'

(9.0 x 1O'psi)
.21

2.6 x 1O'kg/mm'
(3.6 x 10'psi)

Typical Chemical Composition

sio,
Al303
B,O,
NarO
Pbo
Trace Oxides

73o/o
1 o/o

15%
4%
6%
1 o/o

Shape,Size,and Finishing Availability SG 772
Shape Availability

Size Finish

23 Clear



Shape,size,and Finishing Availability SG 772
Shape Availablllty

Size Fin ish

17, 21 Clear

Size Finish

25,28,37, 46, 56 Clear

Size Finish

18,25 Clear

Size Finish

17,23V2,28,37 Clear



Shape,Size,and Finishing Availability SG 772
Shape Availability

Size l-rnrsh

40,52,57,60,80 Clear, Frosted,
Stained, Neck Silvered

Size Finish

40,60 Clear,
Frosted, Neck Silvered





lntroduction

SG776 is a general use borosilicate
glass. This glass is formulated to be
compatible to blown ware forming
processes and to seal to tungsten
sealing glasses, such as 7720 or 3320.
This glass is also capable of having
controlled UV transmittance. Like other
borosilicate glasses, it has excellent
weathering and chemical durability,
along with good thermal shock
resistance.

Applications

Blown Glassware items made of SG776
are used in the following applications:

Sun lamp envelope where the
controlled UV transmittance is utilized.
High wattage incandescent heat and
projector lamps where the thermal
shock resistance is utilized.
Outdoor incandescent lamps where the
thermal shock resistance is utilized.

Thermal Expansion:
Coef. of Exp. (x 10-'/'C)
Room Temp/S.P. (x 10-'i "

Optical:
lndex of Refraction 1.474

Birefringence constant '99 
(ltol)

(kg/mm')
Transmittance (sun lamp quality) at
302 mu thru .! mm 44o/o lo 48oio

Key properties: softening point, anneal
point and expansion are controlled
within specif ied tolerances to insure a
compatible sealing glass. The values
given for the other properties are
typical, however, the deviation from
these values would be small since
glass composition must be held very
precisely to maintain the control of the
key properties.

Typical Chemical Composition

sio,
Al,O.
BrO.
NarO
K,
As,O"

78Yo

Borosilicate Glass sG776

Shape and Size Availability

Bulb shapes of the following are
available from existing tooling. G, GT,
PS, R, RL. Sizes range trom "25" (3.25')
to "40" (5"). Other shapes can be
manufactured with procurement of
tooling up to 10" in diameter and 16"
long. Any shape that is made in 5G772,
can be made in SG776. However,
SG776 is not recommended for use in
general use mercury discharge lamps
because of the U.V. transmittance.

Bulb Finishing

Bulb can be clear or inside chemically
frosted. Frost densities can range from
a #1 F, similar to "A" line f rost, to a
pale #7 lF, used in spot ref lector lamps.
The bulbs can be stained and coated
with a colored luster. No transparent
ceramic paint is available for low ex-
pansion glasses. The bulbs can also be
metalized on the inside through a wet
silver process or f lashed aluminized.

Packaging

Borosilicate glass bulbs can be packed
bulk, tier, cell, or sleeve. Generally, the
type of packing used is determined by
the product, cost, size and f ragility of
the items. Bulk pack is the most dense,
and least expensive, but is also least
protective and has highest breakage.
Cell pack is the least dense, most ex-
pensive and most protective. Standard
packing options available on bulbs are
listed on individual specif ications
along with count.

34 "r 1.5
c) 37.5

Physical Properties

Mechanical:
Density:
Young's Modulus;

Poisson's Ratio:
Shear Modulus:

Knoop Hardness:

Viscosity:
Working Point
Softening Point
Annealing Point
Strain Point

2.24glcm'z
6.3 x 103kg/mm'

(12.7 x 10upsi)
.20

(5
480

1 198"C
780' + 5"C
523" + 5"C
479"C

2
15
3
1

1

oh
o/o

oh

%
%

kg/mm'?
psi)

03

06

X
x

3.4
1

Shape,Size,and Finishing Availability SG 776
Shape Availability

Size Finish

Clear, Frosted25,40,48



Shape,Size,and Finishing Availability SG 776
Shape Availability

Size Finish

30, 35, 40, 52 Clear, Frosted

Size Finish

40, 57 Clear, Frosted,
Stained, Neck Silvered

Size Finish

38 Clear, Neck Silvered

Size Finish

40, 60 Clear, Frosted, Neck Silvered



Shape,Size,and Finishing Availability SG 776
Shape Availability

Size Finish

12, 141/2, 16,20,24 Clear





Alumino Silicate Glass sG 172

Typical Chemlcal Composltlon

sio,
Al,o.
B'O.

Mechanical:
Density:
Young's Modu

lntroductlon

SG172 is a general use aluminosilicate,
This glass was originally formulated for
applications requiring high service
temperature, such as ignition tubes. lt
is only recently that it has been used in
blown ware forming processes. This
glass has several interesting properties
which could extend its application in
the blown glassware form.

Withstands service temperatures 30
lo 400k higher than borosilicates.
Weathering durability equal to the
borosilicates.
Extremely tight structured glass,
reduces outgassing in higher
temperature, longer life lamps.
Fairly good thermal shock
resistance.
Better resistivity and dielectric cons-
tant than the borosilicates or potash
glasses.

Applications

This glass is currently available in only
two bulb types T12GP1 and T20CE1,
which are used in high wattage projec-
tion lamps. Other shapes have and can
be formed in this glass, which could be
used in applications requiring the uni-
que properties of SG172.

Physlcal Propertles

US

Poisson's Ratio:
Shear Modulus:

Knoop Hardness:

Viscosity:
Working Point
Softening Point
Annealing Point
Strain Point

Thermal Expansion:
Coef. of Exp. (x 10-'/'C)
Room Temp/S.P. (x 10-'/"

Optical:
lndex of Ref raction

Biref ri ngence Constant

2.52glcm'z
8.9 x 10'kg/mm'

(12.7 x 10upsi)
.24

3.6 x 103kg/mm'
(5.1 x 10'psi)

551

1202'C
915" 

= 
5"C

712" +5"C
667"C

42+ 1.5
c) 52

1.53
260 (nm/cm)

NarO
Mgo
CaO

62%
17%
5%
1%
7 o/o

80h

(kg/mm'?)

Electrical:
Log,o Volume Resistivity
@ 250"C 11.4 Q cm
@ 350"C 9.5 Q cm
Loss Tangent @ 20'C 38%
Dielectric Constant 7.2

Key properties: softening point, anneal
point and expansion are controlled
within specif ied tolerances to insure a
compatible sealing glass. The values
given for the other properties are
typical, however, the deviation from
these values would be small since
glass composition must be held very
precisely to maintain the control of the
key properties.

Expansion mismatch
with tungsten 350 ppm greater
with moly 290 ppm lesswilh7720 150 ppm greater
with 1720 0 ppm

Shape and Size Availability

Any shape made in 5G772 or SG776
can possibly be formed in SG172. Since
very few shapes have actually been
formed in SG172, an experiment would
be required to verify that a specif ic
shape can be blown in this glass.

Bulb Finishing

SGl72 blown glassware can be metaliz-
ed on the inside through a wet silver
process or f lashed aluminized. This
glass will not respond to any staining
process and no transparent ceramic
paints exist of compatible expansion. lt
is not know how SG172 will respond to
inside chemical frost processes.

Packaging

Aluminosilicate glass bulbs can be
packed bulk, tier, cell, or sleeve.
Generally, the type of packing used is
determined by the cost, size and fragili
ty of the items. Bulk pack is the most
dense, and least expensive, but is also
least protective and has highest
breakage. Cell pack is the least dense,
most expensive and most protective.
Standard packing options available on
bulbs are listed on individual specifica
tions along with count.






